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sour beers are a unique style of beer that is enjoyed around the world. sour beers are fermented
with specific bacteria, rather than yeast, and are characterized by their sharpness, tartness and high
acidity. some styles of sour beer are readily available in the united states and europe, but are often
hard to find in other regions of the world. sour beers are usually made with the use of large amounts
of lactic acid and acetic acid (vinegar), and are quite different from the sour beer found in much of
the rest of the world. in general, sour beers are a very good match with foods such as chocolate,
coffee, cheese, chocolate, pickled vegetables, cheeses and pickled foods. india red ales are a hybrid
style of beer that combines an english pale ale with an american amber ale. india red ales have a
rich amber color, and are moderately-strong, with high hop bitterness. india red ales have a bit more
body and alcohol than an english pale ale, and a bit less bitterness than an american amber ale. the
porter style is a well-balanced, sometimes roasty, sometimes sweet, and almost always well-hopped
beer. a classic style, the porter is the british take on the stout. this style is typically made with dark
malt in the malt bill and often with a high to medium hopping rate. the beer can be dry or sweet,
though the word dry usually refers to a style that exhibits a high hop content and low residual sugar,
while sweet refers to a style that has a medium or high residual sugar, and a low hop content. this
style is often served in ceramic, where it develops a head. breweries such as newcastle, bass,
guinness, molson and others have made porter a highly valued beer style, as it is an exceptionally
versatile beer. if you like stouts, porters are a good introduction to the style. if you like the maltiness
of stouts, porters can be a great fit. and, if you like the flavor profile of stouts, porters are a great
way to try the style.
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the pilsner, named after the czech city of plzeň, is a type of beer that originated in the bohemian
region of the czech republic. the pilsner is a pale, hoppy beer. the pilsner style is recognized by the

use of a particular hop variety, which gives the beer its distinctive aroma and flavor. light to medium
bodied, the pilsner has a crisp, clean, and refreshing character. the steam beer style is the newest

beer style to hit the world of craft beer. it is currently gaining much popularity. this american style is
an ale that has a lot of character. this beer has the flavor of caramel, citrus, pine and hop. a very

nice beer that i would recommend to all beer lovers. the bohemian pilsner is an amber-colored czech
lager, with a strong malt aroma and flavor. the lager is best served at room temperature, and has a
medium-light body, a pleasant hop aroma, and a long, well-balanced finish. american brown ales are
comparable to brown ales of england, but the european style is typically a very dark, reddish brown
color. the american style also can be very hoppy, and some varieties are spicy. although this is an
increasingly popular style that has been embraced by many breweries, the style is still fairly rare.

american versions tend to be very hoppy beers that pack a wallop with almost any food. some
american brown ales are double or even triple hopped and have a very unique hop character that
evokes the aroma of the hops when the beer is poured. highlighting hops and aroma hops in the

brewing process is certainly a hallmark of the american brown ale style. 5ec8ef588b
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